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Financial Reorganization In The Post Office
by MAURICE H. STANS
Deputy Postmaster General of the United States, Washington, D. C.

IS A DISTINCT PLEASURE for me to be invited here today to tell you something about the Post Office Department of the United States —your Postal
Service and to reflect some of "The Contributions of Modern Accounting in
the Management of the Post Office," which is the program title under which
I am speaking. It is a special satisfaction to be able to tell this story to a group
of fellow accountants, who know and understand the financial problems of
business and government. Besides, you undoubtedly are interested, as citizens,
as taxpayers, and as users of the mail, in learning what is going on in this important part of your government. What I plan to do today, therefore, is to
give you a report on the reorganization of the American postal service, as a case
study in business management. In doing so, I shall put principal emphasis on
the financial aspects, but it is necessary that I give you first a broader picture,
so that you will have in mind the entire setting in which that financial reorganization is taking place.

r

Some Dimensions
The Post Office serves more of our people more intimately and more frequently than does any other branch of our Government. It touches the daily
lives of almost all our people. It is the lifeblood of our commercial community
and the backbone of our democratic society. Yet few people really comprehend
how enormous it is. Exhibits 1 and 2 reflect its size. The person mailing a
letter or parcel at his local post office sees only the part of the iceberg that is
above the surface of the ocean. Behind the local post office are:
A U G U S T , 1957
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EXHIBIT 1
I. An organization of more than half a
million employees which grows each year
during the Christmas season to over
eight- hundred thousand.
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2. Thirty -seven thousand post offices and
eight thousand branches and stations,
serving every part of the land.
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Our postal service now handles sixty billion pieces of mail annually, and
about one billion pieces of parcel post. This is more mail than all the rest of the
world combined. Our two largest post offices, those in New York City and
Chicago, each handle more mail than does the postal system of all Canada. I
think you will agree that all this adds up to pretty big business. As a matter of
fact, it is one of the largest businesses in the world.

Conditions in 1953 — and What Has Been Done
It was a paradox that, in this most prosperous country in the world, we had
so badly neglected the needs of our postal service for three or four decades prior
to 1953. When this administration took office, the Post Office was losing two and
a half million dollars every working day of the year. Compounded on this financial
predicament was the fact that the internal operating methods were literally fifty
years behind the times. The result was that the service was deteriorating at an
accelerating rate. The mails were moving slower and slower and the obvious
waste and extravagance were increasing. Only the traditional dedication of postal
employees sustained the mail service and prevented widespread public dissatisfaction. Those conditions were not surprising for a business operation that had
stood still for so long while the rest of the country had progressed so rapidly.
When the underlying conditions were probed, here are some of the things we
found:
No basic adjustment of transportation
policies and methods had been made in
the previous twenty -five years, despite
the evolution of the highway and air
transportation systems of the country
and the growing decline of railroad
service.
2. No new post offices had been built with
government funds since 1938 and mail
had almost doubled in the meantime.
Postal buildings were obsolete and many
were outgrown and inadequate. There
was no modern machinery of any kind
and mail was handled almost entirely by
hand. Each letter was handled an average of eleven times.
3. There were no materials- handling engineers and there was no organized program of research and development.
4 Nearly forty thousand postmasters were
reporting directly to W ashington for instructions on even the most trivial problems.
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S. The accounting system was antiquated
and inadequate, almost unchanged since
1908 and the Department had not a
single certified public accountant in its
employ.
b. Modern personnel administration, as we
understand it in business or industry, did
not exist. There was no program of training, safety, or recruitment. The safety
record, for example, was the worst in
Government, and literally nothing was
being done about it.
7. The wage structure provided no incentive for advancement to supervisory
positions and contained innumerable inequities. People were paid according to
title which, in many cases, had little or
nothing to do with the work actually
performed.
8. No public information services were being used to help people help themselves
to better mail service.
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In fact, management tools were so completely lacking that when Postmaster
General Summerfield first called for a financial report on the previous month's
operations, he was told that the latest one available was of a date eighteen months
previous. These reports were considered historical documents, not made available to management until they had gone through the long process of voucher
auditing and balancing. No one, apparently, had ever considered using financial
data for management control purposes!
Phis administration tackled its job with two beliefs:
1. That the only thing the Post Office has to sell is service, and that there
is no reason to believe that, even in government, its service should be anything
less than the best and
2. That the Post Office, being essentially a business, should be managed
and operated according to the methods, policies, and arts that have been so
successfully developed by modern American business.
To accomplish that, Postmaster General Summerfield chose a management
team of top -flight business executives widely experienced in the fields they
were to manage for the department. This sounds so fundamental that it hardly
merits a mention. But, traditionally, this had never been the case in the past.
Let me cite you one example: We buy almost five - hundred million dollars worth
of transportation every year, which indicates a pretty large operation, but, until
we took office, there had not been an Assistant Postmaster General with a
background in transportation at the head of this Bureau in fifty-five years.

Inventory of Accomplishments
These generally are the conditions we found. It would take a long time to
tell you, step by step, what we did about them. An easier way is to take an inventory of the status of the Post Office Department as it is today. That will tell what
has been accomplished and what we have to build on for the future. Here is
what today's inventory shows, as I see it.
In the summer of 1957, we are at the mid -point of transportation revolution
in the Postal Service. Highway post offices, tractor- trailers, trucks, buses, and
the increased use of air transport have made it possible to fill the gap left by
1650
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,shrinking railroad service and, at the same time, to speed up the mail. Billions
of letters are today being delivered from twenty -four to forty -eight hours
earlier than had previously been possible.
Today we have made great strides in our building program. Without the
use of Government money but through financing by means of private industry,
we have built in four and one -half years more than seventeen - hundred new
post offices which we now occupy under lease. Two such new buildings are
being finished every working day across the country. We have provided modern
conveyors, lift trucks, tying machines, label - printing machines, and many
other new devices that we found in regular use in industry. Our "new look"
in the Postal Service includes many other innovations, such as right -hand drive
trucks, red - white -blue mail boxes, three wheeled mailsters and even ball point
pens!
We are excitingly near a break - through in our industrial research program.
We have research programs under way to cull mail and screen it by sizes, then
to cancel the stamp by electronic eyes that locate it and print the postmark, then
to deliver the letters all faced up in neat piles for sorting. We have machines
under research and design to read typewritten and printed addresses and others
which will manually print codes on letters the first time they are sorted, so that
later sorting will be done electronically. We have engineering studies under
way to move mail in post offices by overhead start -and -stop conveyors and other
means, so that the large city post office of the future will not have hampers, boxes
or inside trucks, and mail will never come to rest. Every segment of materials
handling inside a post office is under a research attack. We can now talk about
automation as a reality in our larger post offices in the not -too- distant future.
As far back as 1908, a joint commission of the Congress had recommended
decentralization of all post office management functions because the Department
was "in immediate peril of strangling in its own red tape." In the forty-five years
between the suggestion and the accession to office of this administration, the
postal volume had increased more than five hundred per cent, but still nothing
had been done about the recommendation. We undertook the project, surely the
biggest project of this kind ever attempted in government or private industry.
Now the Post Office is decentralized into fifteen regions and ninety -one operating
districts, each equipped and staffed to handle its own problems swiftly at the
local level. Decisions are now being made swiftly, many times on the spot, by
career postal employees of long experience and proven ability. We have teamwork at every management level in the field and coordination that is gradually
welding together all the valued branches of the service into a single great,
energetic postal field establishment.
A U G U S T , 1957
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Now, in 1957, we have a modern personnel program directed by a new Bureau
of Personnel that is concerned about the welfare of all employees. The installation
of a fair salary structure based on actual duties and responsibilities has been
completed. A broad training program covering a great variety of subjects from
tying bundles to executive development has been launched and tens of thousands
of employees are participating and benefiting. Promotion to supervisory positions
is based on examination. An overall safety program is being placed in operation
to protect postal employees against accidents and fire. The nation -wide safe driving program has reduced our accidents by two - thirds and is saving many lives
and much inconvenience.
For the first time in postal history, a thorough -going revision has been made
of all of our rules and regulations affecting mail users. Out -of -date requirements
were eliminated. Necessary rules were simplified and modernized so that postal
patrons could find out, at their own desks, about the services available to them,
without having to call upon the postmaster. We are working constantly with
the largest users of the mails, to assist them in working out their own mailing
problems, to obtain improved service. We continually seek their suggestions,
also, for further improvements in service.
At the same time we found many ways to make significant improvements in
the service to the public. We began the experiment of flying regular three -cent
letters between certain cities, on a space - available basis. This made it possible
last year to deliver more than one billion regular letters as much as 48 hours
ahead of surface schedule, at no extra cost to us. We have recognized the shifting patterns of population and the growth of suburban communities by adding
city delivery service wherever there was a need. As a matter of fact, we increased
our carrier service during the last four years by adding the equivalent of twentyone thousand carriers to serve five million more American families. In the last
four years we eliminated three thousand six hundred small, antiquated country
post offices and replaced them with modern, mechanized rural service.
We have made over 80 major changes in procedures for the public during
the last four years. Every one of these was aimed at giving better service and
making the mails easier to use. We are trying to break the red tape of a century.
We instituted certified mail in 1955 (at a cost less than registered mail) and
also inaugurated combination mail, so that you can send a letter in a parcel post
package by putting an additional three -cent stamp on the outside. The problem
of service improvement has been tackled on every side and in every conceivable
way. It is not easy, considering the limitations of budgets, the difficulty of making
changes at so many thousands of points of operation, and the continuing growth
1652
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of mail, but improvements are coming daily and the public is beginning to see
them. Postmaster General Surnmerfield has stated that he will not be satisfied
until a letter can be given next day delivery between any two cities in the country.
Improved Accounting and Business Practice
The Post Office Department had depended upon accounting methods which
produced only a multitude of primitive and mostly handwritten records which
served only to comply with budget limitations. As late as April 1953, the Comptroller General of the United States had criticized postal accounting most severely
on the ground that it was inadequate to protect the department's assets and that
it did not properly reflect the results of operations or financial condition.
As of today we have a streamlined, modern system of accounting and financial
reporting substantially equal to the best in industry. We now have more than
fifty certified public accountants in important positions involving accounting,
auditing, budgeting, systems and controllership. We operate under a concept
of controllership that uses the latest types of mechanical and electronic equipment
to develop the facts and report them and then, through intelligent analysis and
interpretation, gives postal management at all levels the measure of the pulse
of efficiency. Within three years postmasters have been relieved of more than
two - thirds of their bookkeeping and office red tape.
As examples of the business neglect that had existed, let me give you now
some down -to -earth illustrations of waste, losses, and inefficiencies that have
been eliminated.
We found the price of stamped envelopes has been unchanged in five years
despite considerable increase in cost. We raised the price and eliminated a loss
of six million dollars a year without affecting the volume of sales.
Box rent schedules had not been increased for more than forty years. We raised
them and brought in another five million dollars a year.
The money - handling system was complicated. Small post offices sent their cash
to large ones where it was handled, counted, receipted for, recounted, recorded,
combined, and deposited. A direct -to -bank deposit plan, worked out with the
collaboration of commercial banks, reduced the payroll by six hundred people
and saved two and a half million dollars a year. Deposits now go direct to Federal Reserve banks, with a prepunched deposit ticket which becomes the basic
accounting record.
Then, too, money was still being handled under the old- fashioned "cigar box"
system. Money from stamp sales was kept physically separate from money order
A U G U S T , 1957
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funds and so were postal savings deposits and Treasury bond sales. The simple
act of consolidating the physical flow of money into one stream saved over nine
hundred thousand financial statements and reports a year.
A study by postal inspectors of the pneumatic tube system used in New York
to send letters between stations produced a recommendation that the tubes be
discontinued. Carrying the mail by trucks lost no time and added only twenty five
thousand dollars a year to the costs while saving a million dollars a year in rental
charges.
The Department received and handled annually about one million employee
bonds required by law, covering five hundred thousand regular employees, temporary Christmas employees, and contractual employees. The premiums they paid
were estimated to be in excess of one million three hundred thousand dollars per
annum. The Department, itself, spent between three hundred thousand dollars
and four hundred thousand dollars just to administer this activity, in spite of the
fact that a ten -year record showed an average net loss due to employee dishonesty
of less than one hundred thousand dollars a year. We requested and obtained
legislation to permit blanket bonding of all employees, with the department
paying the premium. Our blanket bond now covers all employees at a total cost
of one hundred eighty thousand dollars a year.
Until recently, every conceivable payroll method could be found in operation
in the postal service, some paying in cash, some by handwritten checks, some
typewritten. A centralized punch card payroll system has been fully installed at
our fifteen regional offices, covering our one -half million postal field employees.
In addition to taking care of all the conventional payroll computations and allocations, we now have for the first time an invaluable source of statistical data
on manhours and costs of labor by classification and work locations. Payroll
processing costs have been reduced by more than fifty per cent. Incidentally, all
other disbursements are now mechanized and on punched cards, too.
By eliminating the money order application form, we saved 30 seconds of issuing;
time on every money order and a lot of record - keeping and filing. In potential
savings on three hundred and fifty million money orders, this alone amounted
to seven million dollars.
The Department's financial reports did not reflect the true cost of the postal
service. We were paying the entire Government's bill for carrying official mail,
both the penalty mail of the departments and agencies and the franked mail of
the Congress. We were paying the subsidy to airlines. On the other hand, many
of the indirect administrative expenses of carrying the mails were paid by other
1654
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agencies that did not even appear in postal costs. Airline subsidies have been
transferred to the budget of the Civil Aeronautics Board. Other government
departments and agencies as well as the Congress now reimburse the Post Office
Department annually for their official mail. The cost of employees' retirement
benefits is now included in our operating expenses and we are working out similar
provisions to isolate and report the true costs of the postal service.
As an example of small leaks, concrete mail box posts used to be purchased in
Baltimore at $3.92 each and shipped to the West Coast at a cost of $11.00 to
$15.00 each. We now buy them locally for much less.
These are just a few examples. The list is endless and we intend to keep adding
to it as long as we are running the Post Office. Incidentally, we are developing
"full dollar" accounting and are the first Department of the Government to
adopt the 13 -month year.
Gains in Efficiency, Economy
I think you will be interested to know some of the ways in which this inventory
of accomplishments, in all our areas of reorganization, adds up in terms of efficiency and in terms of economy. After all, those are the real measures of whether
the effort has been worthwhile. So, let me tell you just what it is that all this has
gained so far for the taxpayers of the country:
I. Our transportation costs within a period
of four years have been reduced by more
than forty -five million dollars while, at
the same time, moving fifteen and fivetenths per cent more mail.
2. Our accounting and financial changes
are saving about twenty million dollars
a year in bookkeeping work alone, with
no value assigned to the immeasurably
better financial information that flows
from the new procedures.

3. In mail operations the savings are even
greater. In fiscal 1957, we handled
about fifteen and five- tenths per cent
more mail than in 1953, with fewer
hours of work, except for an increase in
the number of city carriers to improve
service in our spreading urban and sub urban areas. This is, I maintain, a fifteen
and five- tenths per cent increase in efficiency in controllable operations.

Altogether, our unit cost of operation has been reduced about one -half cent a
piece before considering wage changes, transportation price increases and other
factors that destroy direct comparability. This puts the total savings from the
entire postal reorganization into the magnitude of about three hundred million
dollars a year. This is a record that would be considered phenomenal in industry.
In government it is prodigious.
Unfinished Business
There are some financial matters that we have not yet been able to work out,
A U G U S T , 1957
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principally because they depend on the slow processes of legislation. I would
like to mention the three that are most important.
First, the Post Office is forced to operate under a completely inflexible budget.
Congress appropriates each year a dollar amount of spending authority, based
on estimates of mail volume made twelve months before the year begins. If actual
mail volume turns out to be five per cent more or five per cent less than estimated,
the authority to spend is unchanged. A fact that very few people know is that
all postal receipts go directly to the Treasury and higher revenues do not change
the spending budget at all.

is

Secondly, the Post Office operates under a fantastic deficit of almost three - quarters
of a billion dollars (Exhibit 4), simply because Congress has not seen fit to face
Lip to the need of higher postage rates. By and large, we are doing business on
1957 costs and 1932 selling prices. The 1952 deficit was seven hundred and
twenty million dollars. In five years since then that figure has been reduced by
this business administration to one hundred ninety seven million dollars through
increased efficiency, transfer of airline subsidies to the Civil Aeronautics Board,
payment for carrying government mail, and increases in parcel post rates and
other charges under the jurisdiction of the Postmaster General. In the meantime,
however, Congress has added 505 million dollars to the expense load, mostly for
wage increases and fringe benefits, without adding one cent to the revenues by
new rate legislation. The inevitable result is that the postal deficit in 1958 will
be back to seven hundred million dollars despite all our efforts. In eleven years
since the end of the war, the Post Office has lost the astounding sum of five
billion dollars because of the fiscal neglect of the Congress to adjust selling prices
when costs increased. This sum is part of the national debt today and costing
the taxpayer of the country more than one hundred and twenty five million dollars
a year in interest. There is no excuse in the world for expecting our children and
our grandchildren to pay today's postal bills for us.
In the third place, the Congress sometimes imposes unbelievable restraints on
fiscal common sense, such as a provision of law in 1956 that the cost of employee
retirement benefits must not be included in costs for the purpose of determining
postage rates. What nonsense, especially to accountants! Until this is repealed
the Post Office will continue to have a built -in deficit of about 150 million dollars
a year, even after postage rates are adjusted to cover all other expenditures. Besides this, no depreciation is charged into postal operations for the use of government -owned post office buildings, certainly a cost of the mails as much as is the
current payroll.
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We will never cease our fight to bring financial order and solvency to the postal
service. And we are certain the American people agree with us on these points
and are willing to face up to the facts when they know them.
Conclusion
You can well imagine the tremendous labors that have gone into these accomplishments. It would have been much easier for as to have continued the same
kind of management we found. Surely we could not have been criticized for this
any more than our predecessors had been. And, even more surely, life would have
been much more tranquil for a great many of us. Why then should we have
dedicated ourselves to a management task of such magnitude? May I suggest a
reason which transcends us all, as individuals?
The postal service is the greatest, the most intimate form of communications
in the world. And our United States Postal Service is the biggest and should be
the best in the world. But it is more than that. It is a symbol of the kind of freedom only we, who live on the right side of the Iron Curtain, can enjoy. Tyranny
and a free and uncensored postal system cannot exist in nature together. That
is why the mails are always tyranny's first target and freedom's first creation. Think
for just a moment what the eight hundred million sick and sunless captives behind
the Iron Curtain would do for just a touch of the freedom to communicate by
letter without fear of reprisal, a right which the American people take so much
for granted.
That is why we believe it is our responsibility to make of our postal service
the greatest system of communications that we can devise, to make it financially
solvent and self - sustaining, free of powerful lobbies and undue influences, to
make it as efficient as human ingenuity can devise —and thereby to protect the
sanctity of the mails, the pride of free men everywhere and the despair of despots.
For the better and stronger we make it, the more secure will we all be. If we
preserve this freedom, all the other freedoms are safe too!
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